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Calvary Curriculum

IMPACTFUL PARENTING
We will be covering four foundational truths for parenting. We will also look at how 
we should direct our children, how we should correct our children, and the things 
we should be doing to protect our children (in the ways of the Lord) during this 
crucial time of childhood.

“AT HOME” TRACK

THE VISION BEHIND & HOW TO USE Calvary Curriculum’s          
CHILDREN’S CURRICULUM TO TEACH CHILDREN
Calvary Curriculum’s Children’s Bible Curriculum is based on a verse-by-verse 
approach to teaching the Bible. In this curriculum, every Bible study has its own 
set of pages and each page has been designed to bring support to the teacher 
as he or she teaches the Bible in the elementary ages. The vision behind this Bible 
curriculum, how to use each page, and the various teaching methods of using this 
curriculum are explained in this workshop.

THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD
Come and learn an effective, yet easy teaching tool on the attributes of God. As Pastor 
Chuck used to say so often: “When we don’t understand the ‘Why God’ questions, 
we need to go back to all we do understand about Him.” But, do the children really 
know what He is like? This workshop will equip you to teach 33 key attributes, what 
they mean, and the Scriptures to support each one. At the end of the workshop 
you will have them all from memory and a take-home hand-out to use for any Bible 
lesson. Children of all ages learn them quickly as their A-B-C’s…and with fun!

LEADING A CHILD TO CHRIST 
What basic truths do children need to understand to make the decision to ask Jesus to 
be Lord of their lives? Different ideas like the Wordless Book, ABC’s of Salvation, and 
others will be discussed. Come and consider the most important message God has 
given to the world – how to have a personal relationship with God through Jesus Christ.

DOWNSTAIRSLARRY ENTERLINE SANCTUARY

DOWNSTAIRSMATT ENTERLINE FELLOWSHIP HALL

DOWNSTAIRSDARLENE THEIS ROOM 100

DOWNSTAIRSDALTON O’NEAL ROOM 101
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CONTINUED

SUCCESS IN MINISTRY
Do you want to be successful in ministry? How is success in ministry measured?  In 
this workshop, we will open the Bible, God’s Word, and look at what it has to say 
about success in ministry.

DOWNSTAIRSSTEVE WEST ROOM 105

INVESTING INTO THE LIVES OF OUR TEENS
In this workshop we will discuss ways to show the love of Jesus to the outcast, broken, 
and the rebellious teens in our Junior High and High school ministries.

DOWNSTAIRSFERNANDO BORBOA ROOM 108

USING QUESTIONS WHEN TEACHING CHILDREN
Using questions while teaching can often be a simple, while at the same time a 
powerful tool. When we use questions to teach in the classroom, we can help the 
children to pay attention and understand the lesson, while teachers can be helped 
to communicate and also gain insight into how well the children are understanding 
what is being taught.

ANNIE ENTERLINE ROOM 208 UPSTAIRS

EARLY CHILDHOOD
EFFECTIVE PARTNERING WITH FAMILIES OF PRESCHOOLERS 
We all know spiritual growth starts at home. But how do we partner with families and 
encourage life-long followers of Christ? In this workshop, we will explore options 
that offer resources to families and reinforce lessons learned in Sunday School. 

DOWNSTAIRSLINDSEY TRUJILLO ROOM 102

#6 | RM. 101REPEATED

PREPARING TO TEACH
When you begin serving in Sunday School, you’re guaranteed to run into problems 
and hassles in your week to prevent your success.  Face it! Satan wants to keep you 
from serving successfully.  Learn practice proven methods of lesson preparation for 
your week in the classroom. Arm yourself with Study & Curriculum Resources, Bible 
Study Methods and Lesson Preparation Skills that will ensure your victory with the kids!

JOHN DEMING ROOM 209 UPSTAIRS

“YOUTH” TRACK
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CONTINUED

KEEPING WOLVES OUT OF CHILDREN’S MINISTRY
What policies and procedures do you have in place to ensure the safety and security 
of the children? Is it possible to create a wolf-free children’s ministry? Child abuse 
and leader misconduct is rampant in the world today. Are you doing everything you 
can to ensure that wolves do not end up as leaders and given access to vulnerable 
children? Discover new ways to weed out predators before they ever step foot into 
a classroom. This workshop will provide proven policies and procedures that will 
make your children’s ministry safe and secure.  

MARK CARSON ROOM 210 UPSTAIRS #7 | HIGH SCHOOLREPEATED

MINISTRY MANUAL 
God saw fit to give us a written Bible to help us know who He is and what He desires. 
Having a written Ministry Manual can be so helpful in communicating with your ministry 
servants the heart, principles, requirements, and procedures of your ministry. We will 
discuss the value and importance of having a written manual, as well as how to get 
started. We will even give you a copy of our Children’s Ministry Manual. 

DARIN DEVORE MUSIC ROOM UPSTAIRS

THE EASY WAY TO HIDE GOD’S WORD IN YOUR HEART! 
Have you ever felt frustrated at your inability to memorize Scripture? Do you even 
know why it is of value to hide God’s Word in your heart? In this workshop you will 
learn a very easy method of memorizing God’s Word that can impact a child or an adult 
in a tremendous way. NEW MATERIAL includes how to easily incorporate memorizing 
Scripture into your daily routines, how to effectively review so you don’t forget what 
you’ve memorized, how memorizing Scripture leads naturally to meditating on His 
Word, and how memorizing Scripture can renew and transform your mind!

BARBIE ENTERLINE JR. HIGH UPSTAIRS #4 | JR. HIGHREPEATED “AT HOME” TRACK

CREATING ONLINE TEACHING VIDEOS FOR CHILDREN’S MINISTRY 
With the recent Covid-19 pandemic, many churches have shutdown or altered how 
they minister to children. This workshop will provide you with a simple step by step 
guide on how to record and publish online videos for the kids in your church with 
minimal equipment and little cost. 

RON CAGLE HIGH SCHOOL UPSTAIRS #5 | SANCTUARYREPEATED
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Calvary Curriculum

TEACHING CHILDREN TO PRAY
God’s design from the beginning is that people, young and old, would have a 
relationship with their Creator. But, knowing that no relationship is stronger than 
its communication, it becomes vital that we communicate with God. For without 
communication, the relationship becomes distant. But, through the glorious privilege 
of prayer, we are drawn into the very presence of a wonderful Holy God. Children 
too, can experience the blessing of talking with God through prayer. It is important 
that we teach them this while they are still young and this is what will be discussed 
in this workshop.

DOWNSTAIRSDALTON O’NEAL ROOM 100

FIRST IMPRESSIONS: CREATING A WELCOME TEAM
A kid’s experience begins when they first step foot on campus. Let’s create an 
environment that makes both kids and parents feel safe, loved and welcomed.

DOWNSTAIRSROGER PALACIOS ROOM 101

CLEARLY COMMUNICATING BIBLICAL TRUTHS
Are you a Bible teacher who wants children to grow in their knowledge of God’s 
Word? This workshop is for you! Learn how to clearly communicate to children so 
they understand the Bible lessons you take time to prepare and teach. Through 
the use of visual aids, word pictures and simple questions you will make your Bible 
lessons more dynamic, meaningful and memorable to children. 

THE KEY TO CLOSE FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
In this workshop we will consider three simple principles for life that will revolutionize 
your home, creating order and an atmosphere of honoring one another. Learn how 
simple it is to create an environment that the children can learn in. These honor 
based, God-given principles for life also apply in the home.

DOWNSTAIRSMARK CARSON SANCTUARY

DOWNSTAIRSLARRY ENTERLINE FELLOWSHIP HALL “AT HOME” TRACK
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USING THE “REVISED & EXPANDED LITTLE ONES CURRICULUM”
TO TEACH 3-6 YEAR OLDS 
These little ones aren’t too young to be taught God’s Word. Yes, they have lots of 
energy and need to move around and play, but they can also be attentive long 
enough for a good Bible story that will guide them to Jesus. This workshop will 
discuss how we can minister to this age group through using Calvary Curriculum’s 
“Revised & Expanded Little Ones Curriculum.” We will consider the purpose of the 
pages within the “Bible story set” and how to use them to supplement the Bible 
story and support teachers and parents. We will discuss a few things to keep in mind 
to more effectively teach the Bible to these little ones, as well as ideas to help the 
teacher prepare to teach the Bible story.

REBEKAH ENTERLINE ROOM 208 UPSTAIRS

#4 | RM. 105REPEATED

STORYTELLING WITH DRAMA
This workshop will show creative ways to tell a Bible story using visuals and voice 
animation. We’ll see the difference between reading a story and telling it. Make the 
Bible story come alive, so the children will be impacted and remember it!

DOWNSTAIRSJOHN SCHNEIDER ROOM 105

#6 | RM. 108REPEATED

USING SCIENCE AS AN EVANGELISM AND FAITH BUILDING TOOL
In this workshop we will look at ways to use basic science object lessons to teach 
children the Gospel message and build up their faith.

DOWNSTAIRSANDY CAMPOS ROOM 108

BEING FAITHFUL IN THE LITTLE THINGS AND WITH THE LITTLE ONES
Sometimes working with babies and little ones can feel less impactful in the Body of 
Christ. We are going to use this time to remind ourselves of the great work we get to do. 
We will discuss the different forms of spiritual attack we encounter serving with younger 
children and how to combat them without missing the blessings God has for us.

DOWNSTAIRSCAITLYN BURNS ROOM 102

CONTINUED
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HOW TO TEACH USING THE INDUCTIVE METHOD 
This session is designed to help teachers learn how to teach children the Bible using 
the Inductive Bible Study Method in the classroom. This approach not only helps the 
children understand the content of the Bible, but also teaches them how to study 
the Bible for themselves. This method also simplifies the preparation and teaching 
process for the teacher.

DARIN DEVORE MUSIC ROOM “YOUTH” TRACK#4 | RM. 108REPEATEDUPSTAIRS

REACHING THE HEARTS OF ELEMENTARY STUDENTS
Rethinking your perspective to focus on building relationships with kids, even the 
difficult ones, will create opportunities for ministry. In this workshop we will discuss 
the importance of creating an environment that focuses on the hearts of elementary 
students and their understanding of the Gospel. Remembering that the big picture 
is that we are called to love them, not make them obedient human beings. 

ASHLEY ANKER ROOM 209 UPSTAIRS

CONTINUED

TEACHING YOUTH (HIGH SCHOOL) 
Today’s youth are faced with many major cultural challenges, affecting their spiritual 
lives and walks with God. With today’s culture attempting to change what the Bible 
says, instead of the Bible changing the culture, is it possible to effectively teach the 
Bible verse-by-verse to our youth? In this workshop we will look at why teaching our 
youth the Bible is one of the most important things we can do in our classrooms 
today. We will discover that teaching verse-by-verse can be engaging and “relevant” 
to today’s culture. We will talk about why we “should not shrink from declaring the 
counsel of God.”

DUSTIN REEVES JR. HIGH UPSTAIRS “YOUTH” TRACK
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“THE HEART OF WORSHIP”
TEACHING CHILDREN THE TRUE HEART OF WORSHIP
We’re living in a time where worship is being misconstrued in so many ways. From 
teaching the kids songs that are fun but yet have no lasting effect in their daily 
walk, to worship being based on emotions and experience.  As overseer of a large 
children’s worship ministry, we started noticing this was affecting our children. Some 
were engaged out of tradition, some as if it was a duty. Not many worshiped based 
on posture of heart.  It’s at this point that our perspective shifted into teaching our 
children the heart of worship. Who we worship, why we worship and how we worship 
are all factors we will cover in a fun yet effective way to capture the hearts of all the 
children in our ministry. We will cover many capacities, including classroom worship 
all the way to formal choir.  This is an interactive workshop that prayerfully taken can 
help thrive your children’s worship ministry but better yet help you teach these kids 
to have the right posture of heart. The Heart of worship.

MYNOR BARDALES HIGH SCHOOL UPSTAIRS #4 | SANCTUARYREPEATED

CONTINUED
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Calvary Curriculum

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS WITH STUDENTS 
The most important aspect of your position as a teacher is your relationship with the 
children. As you build personal relationships/friendships with each child, there will 
be benefits that stem from bonding with your students. There will be less need for 
discipline, greater and deeper times of discipleship, and MORE LOVE! (John 13:34-
35) We will consider helpful ways you can build deeper, closer relationships with 
your children.

DOWNSTAIRSJOHN DEMING ROOM 100

OBJECT LESSONS
Don’t just use words to convey a spiritual truth! Powerful tools will be shared to help 
the children truly remember the truths of the Bible.

DOWNSTAIRSDALTON O’NEAL ROOM 101

THE EASY WAY TO TEACH THE BIBLE AT HOME TO YOUR CHILDREN
(HOMESCHOOL GUIDE) 
Using our Homeschool Guide, learn how to easily and effectively teach your children 
the Bible at home using Calvary Curriculum’s Children’s Bible studies. If you already 
homeschool or want to teach the Bible to your children at home, this workshop 
will help you! This information is also appropriate and applies to teaching Sunday 
School and other ministries to children.

SAFETY & SECURITY IN THE CHILDREN’S MINISTRY
Safety & security in children’s ministry goes beyond just screening your volunteers. 
In this workshop, we will look at some practical ways of keeping the kids in your 
ministry safe. This will include radio communications and having a strategic lockdown 
& evacuation plan.

DOWNSTAIRSBARBIE ENTERLINE SANCTUARY

DOWNSTAIRSSTEVE WEST FELLOWSHIP HALL

“AT HOME” TRACK#6 | FELL. HALLREPEATED

#4 | RM. 101REPEATED
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#5 | RM. 105REPEATED

PUPPET MINISTRY OF ONE
It can be difficult to find a good and consistent puppet team. You have a desire 
and vision to minister but cannot find helpers. God can use you to be an effective 
puppet ministry of one. This class will demonstrate how easy and effective a team of 
one can minister in the classroom, park, hospitals, and the mission field.

DOWNSTAIRSRON ROSE ROOM 105

#5 | RM. 108REPEATED

FACEPAINTING
This class will explore ministry opportunities for face painting. We will talk about why 
anyone who has a heart for reaching children with the gospel can face paint. We will 
explore several common face painting techniques. This class includes a hands-on 
opportunity.

DOWNSTAIRSCOLLEEN ROSE & RENEE BERUMEN ROOM 108

THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF CHILDREN’S MINISTRY
This workshop will focus on the heart of a 70-80 student children’s ministry. We will 
explore practical aspects, available tools, as well as overcoming the pitfalls every 
successful ministry faces.

DOWNSTAIRSRON CAGLE ROOM 102

#4 | RM. 107REPEATED

UNIQUE & ENGAGING TOOLS FOR YOUR KIDS’ MINISTRY
In this workshop we will demonstrate Open Air Campaigners’ (OAC) effective tools 
used regularly in our Kids Bible Clubs. We’ll complete a Bible verse puzzle & a Bible 
story/Gospel message utilizing a portable sketch board, florescent paints, a black-
light, & our interactive lettering techniques. We will also demonstrate three powerful 
Gospel object lessons; The Three Ropes, Heaven in a Jar, & The Rat Trap of Faith. 
Additionally, we’ll show a short clip highlighting OAC’s history & present evangelism 
ministries. Finally, we’ll explain some more excellent tools on our web site & close with 
questions & answers. For more information on OAC, please go to OACUSA.ORG.

DOWNSTAIRSFRANK BALDUS ROOM 107

CONTINUED
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EVANGELISTIC CRAFTS THAT KEEP ON SPEAKING
Children’s Ministry events and outreaches often involve crafts. Kids love making 
crafts. But, as you might know, quality crafts can be a challenge to find or develop. 
In this class you will receive written instructions for several different crafts, plus you 
will get to make one yourself. These crafts are appropriate for ages 5-14, and could 
be used in a VBS, camp, evangelistic outreach, or in a Sunday School class. Unique 
to the crafts presented in this workshop is the built-in gospel message, using the 
colors of the “Wordless Book”. The children will enjoy making these crafts, all the 
while learning of the great gift God has for them through Jesus! 

ROSEMARY & JORGE FERNANDEZ ROOM 205 UPSTAIRS #4 | RM. 205REPEATED

EARLY CHILDHOOD - SEEING THE VALUE IN YOUTH HELPERS
Serving alongside youth in ministry is a joy and a privilege. They are an amazing 
asset that needs to be trained, discipled and loved. In this workshop, we will discuss 
the importance of pouring into the next generation of Children’s Ministry leaders. 

LINDSEY TRUJILLO ROOM 210 UPSTAIRS

THE CALL, THE PREPARATION, & THE COST TO MINISTRY
Has God called you to ministry? If so, have you considered the importance of the 
call, the preparation and the cost to ministry? In this workshop we will be reminded 
of the importance of our calling and the cost of our service for Him.

JASON JOHNSON ROOM 209 UPSTAIRS

TEACHING CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
In this class, we will discuss information for teaching students with Autism Spectrum 
Disorders and other Developmental Disabilities. We will look at curriculum strategies, 
as well as classroom management, for students with different learning needs. We 
have resources, on everything you need to know about, for teaching special needs 
students effectively. Teachers can turn things around for students with special needs, 
by engaging them in activities based on their strengths, instead of their weaknesses!

MARIO VELASCO ROOM 208 UPSTAIRS #7 | RM. 101REPEATED

CONTINUED
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HOLY SPIRIT 
Jesus said, “He will give you another Helper, that He may abide with you forever.” 
It’s so important for children to have an understanding of the Holy Spirit. Jesus also 
said, “the Helper, the Holy Spirit…He will teach you all things and bring to your 
remembrance all things that I said to you.” God gives His Holy Spirit to children, as 
well as to adults, and in this workshop, we will discuss the importance and the great 
need for children to also receive the Holy Spirit into their lives. We will talk about how 
you can lead the children to receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit, in a classroom or 
camp setting. We want children to know the fullness of a life influenced by the Holy 
Spirit in this way and it’s our privilege to teach them and to lead them.

DUSTIN REEVES MUSIC ROOM UPSTAIRS

SHARING THE GOSPEL KID-TO-KID
Are you interested in seeing children evangelize children? Children are the least 
utilized evangelists in the world! Kids don’t share the gospel because they don’t 
know what the gospel is or how to articulate it. Get equipped as a leader to train 
children to become evangelists for Jesus. Learn how to train every child to share 
the gospel with other children clearly and confidently. When children know and can 
clearly communicate the gospel with others the kingdom of God grows!

MARK CARSON JR. HIGH UPSTAIRS

GAMES IN THE CLASSROOM
Do you want to learn some awesome games to play in the classroom? Not only are 
they a blast to play, these games are designed to support the Bible study. As the 
kids play, you will see them react and learn in ways you haven’t seen before. These 
games can be used with any Bible study. 

MATT ENTERLINE HIGH SCHOOL UPSTAIRS

CONTINUED

PLANTING THE SEED OF GOD’S LOVE IN THE HEARTS OF THE LITTLE 
ONES (2YR OLDS THROUGH KINDERGARTEN)
The little ones are so special and in this workshop we will look at age appropriate 
methods to teach them about Jesus. Let us stir up the soil of their hearts so the seed 
of God’s Word takes root and grows!  We’ll be sharing about classroom structure 
and ideas to stir their hearts through creative ways of telling Bible stories with 
enthusiasm. We’ll see the difference between simply reading a story and telling it. 
We need to make the story come alive so the children will be impacted, allowing the 
seed of God’s Word and love to be planted in their hearts forever. 

FRANK & YUNI GONZALEZ ROOM 211 UPSTAIRS
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CONTINUED

APOLOGETICS FOR KIDS (4TH- 6TH GRADE)
As kids grow in their faith, they start to ask big questions that may be intimating for 
teachers. Leaders will learn the importance of teaching children apologetics and 
creating a question-safe atmosphere, as well as how to equip kids with the tools 
they need to defend their faith and answer these big questions. Both teachers and 
students can be confident that their faith is founded on fact and use this information 
to be a light to the lost world around them. Topics Include: “How do we know God 
exists?” “How do we know the Bible is true?” “How do we know Jesus is God?” “Is 
evolution real?” and more. This course is most suitable for 4th -6th grade.

DOWNSTAIRSAMANDA CALLACI ROOM 100

HOW TO RESPOND TO SUSPECTED ABUSE OR A CHILD IN NEED
Children’s safety is the highest priority. It is important that we know how to respond 
to a child in need. We will take a look at our role as children’s ministry leaders in 
response to suspected abuse, signs a child needs help, and how to establish and 
keep a safe environment for a child in your ministry.

DOWNSTAIRSLINDSEY TRUJILLO FELLOWSHIP HALL

“THE HEART OF WORSHIP”
TEACHING CHILDREN THE TRUE HEART OF WORSHIP
We’re living in a time where worship is being misconstrued in so many ways. From 
teaching the kids songs that are fun but yet have no lasting effect in their daily 
walk, to worship being based on emotions and experience.  As overseer of a large 
children’s worship ministry, we started noticing this was affecting our children. Some 
were engaged out of tradition, some as if it was a duty. Not many worshiped based 
on posture of heart.  It’s at this point that our perspective shifted into teaching our 
children the heart of worship. Who we worship, why we worship and how we worship 
are all factors we will cover in a fun yet effective way to capture the hearts of all the 
children in our ministry. We will cover many capacities, including classroom worship 
all the way to formal choir.  This is an interactive workshop that prayerfully taken can 
help thrive your children’s worship ministry but better yet help you teach these kids 
to have the right posture of heart. The Heart of worship.

MYNOR BARDALES SANCTUARY DOWNSTAIRS

OBJECT LESSONS
Don’t just use words to convey a spiritual truth! Powerful tools will be shared to help 
the children truly remember the truths of the Bible.

DOWNSTAIRSDALTON O’NEAL ROOM 101
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INTERACTING WITH CHILDREN
As teachers and helpers, we want the children we teach to be blessed by their 
experience in class. We will look at some important differences between children and 
adults, as well as important similarities, and how an understanding of both of these 
can help us positively interact with children. In this workshop we will look at some 
practical ways to show love and kindness to each child. This workshop will draw from 
the experiences of being a teacher/helper in Children’s Ministry classrooms, as well 
as those of when this workshop teacher was a child attending Sunday School herself. 

DOWNSTAIRSANNIE ENTERLINE ROOM 102

STORYTELLING WITH DRAMA
This workshop will show creative ways to tell a Bible story using visuals and voice 
animation. We’ll see the difference between reading a story and telling it. Make the 
Bible story come alive, so the children will be impacted and remember it!

DOWNSTAIRSJOHN SCHNEIDER ROOM 105

UNIQUE & ENGAGING TOOLS FOR YOUR KIDS’ MINISTRY
In this workshop we will demonstrate Open Air Campaigners’ (OAC) effective tools 
used regularly in our Kids Bible Clubs. We’ll complete a Bible verse puzzle & a Bible 
story/Gospel message utilizing a portable sketch board, florescent paints, a black-
light, & our interactive lettering techniques. We will also demonstrate three powerful 
Gospel object lessons; The Three Ropes, Heaven in a Jar, & The Rat Trap of Faith. 
Additionally, we’ll show a short clip highlighting OAC’s history & present evangelism 
ministries. Finally, we’ll explain some more excellent tools on our web site & close with 
questions & answers. For more information on OAC, please go to OACUSA.ORG.

DOWNSTAIRSFRANK BALDUS ROOM 107

HOW TO TEACH USING THE INDUCTIVE METHOD 
This session is designed to help teachers learn how to teach children the Bible using 
the Inductive Bible Study Method in the classroom. This approach not only helps the 
children understand the content of the Bible but also teaches them how to study 
the Bible for themselves. This method also simplifies the preparation and teaching 
process for the teacher.

DARIN DEVORE ROOM 108 “YOUTH” TRACKDOWNSTAIRS

CONTINUED
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EVANGELISTIC CRAFTS THAT KEEP ON SPEAKING
Children’s Ministry events and outreaches often involve crafts. Kids love making 
crafts. But, as you might know, quality crafts can be a challenge to find or develop. 
In this class you will receive written instructions for several different crafts, plus you 
will get to make one yourself. These crafts are appropriate for ages 5-14, and could 
be used in a VBS, camp, evangelistic outreach, or in a Sunday School class. Unique 
to the crafts presented in this workshop is the built-in gospel message, using the 
colors of the “Wordless Book”. The children will enjoy making these crafts, all the 
while learning of the great gift God has for them through Jesus! 

ROSEMARY & JORGE FERNANDEZ ROOM 205 UPSTAIRS

BEGINNING & STRUCTURING A CHILDREN’S MINISTRY
Whether you are in need of creating a Children’s Ministry at your church or desire 
ideas for your present ministry, this class is for you. We will look at key and important 
foundations for the ministry as well as classroom needs, structure, and layout to 
help support your teachers. Some of the things we will consider are the application  
process, safety & security, the classrooms (Infants - 6th grade), teaching schedules & 
curriculum, number system & organization, and a lot more.

MATT ENTERLINE ROOM 208 UPSTAIRS

HOW TO IMPLEMENT A THOROUGH VOLUNTEER
SCREENING PROCESS
Are you struggling to figure out what steps are necessary for screening your leaders? 
We will talk about the importance of particular requirements, tracking these steps 
and communicating expectations. We will also make our application, handbook and 
other forms available digitally for your ministry.

MELISSA HARSTAD ROOM 209

UPSTAIRS

PARTNERING WITH PARENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
Building a relationship with your students is just as important as building a 
relationship with parents. Trust is valuable, especially to our special needs families. 
Having a foundation of a Support Group, family events, and even separating kids in 
the appropriate age group has allowed each family to lean on one another and trust 
in God at any moment of time.

CELINE MACHADO ROOM 210 UPSTAIRS

CONTINUED

UPSTAIRS
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CHALLENGED BY MINISTRY
There are many challenges in ministry and this class will consider how the Lord would 
have us deal with them.

RUDY CARDENAS ROOM 211 UPSTAIRS

FROM THE HEAD TO THE HEART
We believe that children can experience a personal, close relationship with the Lord 
Jesus Christ that will sustain them each and every day of their lives. Therefore, we 
must teach and train them in how to read the Bible and then how to respond back to 
what God has said. We want to train the children in being doers of the Word and not 
hearers only. In this workshop you will learn how to teach not only to the intellect, 
but to the heart.

LARRY ENTERLINE MUSIC ROOM UPSTAIRS

THE EASY WAY TO HIDE GOD’S WORD IN YOUR HEART! 
Have you ever felt frustrated at your inability to memorize Scripture? Do you even 
know why it is of value to hide God’s Word in your heart? In this workshop you will 
learn a very easy method of memorizing God’s Word that can impact a child or 
an adult in a tremendous way. NEW MATERIAL includes how to easily incorporate 
memorizing Scripture into your daily routines, how to effectively review so you 
don’t forget what you’ve memorized, how memorizing Scripture leads naturally to 
meditating on His Word, and how memorizing Scripture can renew and transform 
your mind!

BARBIE ENTERLINE JR. HIGH UPSTAIRS “AT HOME” TRACK

HOW TO REACH CHILDREN DURING THIS CRAZINESS
Has your Children’s Ministry been nearly shut down? Is there a way to meet with them 
in person together and not just “on screens?” Come and hear and be encouraged 
how it was done at the height of our church closures in 2020. You can do it too…
even on a weekly basis. Children who have never even entered a church now come, 
find Jesus, and are being discipled to stand strong for Him in these last days.

DARLENE THEIS HIGH SCHOOL UPSTAIRS

CONTINUED
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CREATING ONLINE TEACHING VIDEOS FOR CHILDREN’S MINISTRY 
With the recent Covid-19 pandemic, many churches have shutdown or altered how 
they minister to children. This workshop will provide you with a simple step by step 
guide on how to record and publish online videos for the kids in your church with 
minimal equipment and little cost. 

RON CAGLE SANCTUARY DOWNSTAIRS

A VISION TO RUN WITH
What is the purpose of a Jr. High ministry at a church? Is it simply a place to entertain 
while the parents go to church or is it an opportunity to be God’s instrument to lay a 
foundation that students can build on for the rest of their lives? Find out more as we 
discuss what the vision for a Jr. High ministry should be and practical ways that can 
be lived out.

DOWNSTAIRSJOEL PICKETT ROOM 100

HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH ISSUES CHILDREN ARE FACING TODAY?
The challenges children face today can become behavior difficulties without God and His 
Word. In this class we will cover areas that children are dealing with as suicide, hopelessness, 
depression, culture changes with peers and media gaming and attachment. But the 
answer is “old school,” simplicity and the building blocks of our heritage.

DOWNSTAIRSRUDY CARDENAS FELLOWSHIP HALL

TOOLS FOR CHILDREN’S SPIRITUAL GROWTH
“Let no one despise your youth, but be an example to the believers in word, in 
conduct, in love, in spirit, in faith, in purity,” 1 Timothy 4:12. Children can be examples 
to other believers even though they’re young! As children’s ministry leaders, we get 
to give children the tools to grow in their relationship with the Lord. This workshop 
will go over ways to encourage Scripture memorization, developing a prayer life, 
and guiding children in establishing the discipline of being in God’s Word daily. Paul 
reminded Timothy that he can be an example to all believers even though he was 
young, and we can do the same for the children God has brought to our ministries.

DOWNSTAIRSKIMBERLY LOGAN ROOM 101

“YOUTH” TRACK
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HOW TO GAIN AND KEEP THE TRUST OF PARENTS IN THE NURSERY
Are you struggling to balance the feelings of overly sensitive parents and critical 
caregivers? It is a privilege caring for a family’s most precious gift, so let’s discuss how 
to get back to a heart that desires to serve the Lord and bless parents.  We will also 
explore some options that allow you to directly meet the parents’ needs as well as 
place value on your volunteer team’s concerns.

DOWNSTAIRSCAITLYN BURNS ROOM 102

CONTINUED

ASSISTING YOUR PASTOR 
Some are called to enter the Ministry of an Assisting Pastor or Ministry Overseer. The 
reason that we are assisting is because the Pastor cannot do all of the work by himself. 
Examine your motivation for ministry. Is your ministry impacting lives? Is your life 
changing? Learn about the Priorities and Personal Responsibilities involved in assisting 
your Pastor or taking the role of a Sunday School Overseer. Broaden your level of 
Commitment and examine your own Willingness to jump deeper into the Ministry.

DOWNSTAIRSJOHN DEMING ROOM 107

PUPPET MINISTRY OF ONE
It can be difficult to find a good and consistent puppet team. You have a desire 
and vision to minister but cannot find helpers. God can use you to be an effective 
puppet ministry of one. This class will demonstrate how easy and effective a team of 
one can minister in the classroom, park, hospitals, and the mission field.

DOWNSTAIRSRON ROSE ROOM 105

FACEPAINTING
This class will explore ministry opportunities for face painting. We will talk about why 
anyone who has a heart for reaching children with the gospel can face paint. We will 
explore several common face painting techniques. This class includes a hands-on 
opportunity.

DOWNSTAIRSCOLLEEN ROSE & RENEE BERUMEN ROOM 108
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CHAOS TO COLLABORATION
(TRANSFORMING YOUR CLASSROOM FROM FRUSTRATION TO FANTASTIC!)
Is it possible to command the attention of hundreds of children with a simple 
phrase? What word could make rambunctious kids stop moving and stand perfectly 
still? Are you tired of repeating the same commands repeatedly with no impact? 
In this workshop you will learn simple ways to switch your classroom from chaos 
to collaboration with research-based methods to transform the culture of your 
classroom from frustration to fantastic!

MARK CARSON ROOM 208 UPSTAIRS

TEACHING 5TH & 6TH GRADERS 
We will consider age-appropriate ideas for ministering to children and we will look 
at how to teach children to respond and meet with God through His Word.

DUSTIN REEVES ROOM 209

ACTIVELY ENGAGING KINDERGARTENERS
We will consider age-appropriate ideas for ministering to kindergarteners and will 
look at how important it is to teach children about God and His love for them. We 
will also consider appropriate teaching methods for kindergarten. 

OLGA CARDENAS ROOM 210 UPSTAIRS

HARDSHIPS IN MINISTRY
Has ministry been rough? Do you feel you are being attacked from every direction? 
Are you ready to quit? Do you need to be reassured that there is hope? In this 
workshop, we will look at the examples of men and women who have suffered much, 
but yet were able to endure. Don’t lose hope, don’t quit!

STEVE WEST ROOM 211

UPSTAIRS

UPSTAIRS

UPSTAIRS

UPSTAIRS

CONTINUED
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TEACHING CHILDREN TO HAVE ALONE TIME WITH GOD (PRAYER)
Do the children know how to talk with God? Do the teachers or parents know how 
to talk with God? Can we really talk to and have fellowship with God?  Are we really 
leading the children in what it is to have a personal relationship with God? This 
workshop will give simple and practical ideas, that can be implemented immediately, 
to help you grow in your own “alone time” with the Lord and to teach the children 
(and others) these important truths. This workshop will deal with the instructions 
given to us from Matthew 6, by Jesus, concerning fellowshipping with God.

LARRY ENTERLINE MUSIC ROOM “AT HOME” TRACK

SONGS THAT TEACH 
Come and learn how to teach (through simple melodies that most of us know) the 
many truths of the Bible. You and your children will learn things like: The Days of 
Creation; The 10 Commandments; The Books of the Old and New Testaments; The 
12 Disciples; The 12 Tribes of Israel; Joseph’s Life; How to Witness for Christ; and even 
be an example for their country through the new verse of “God Bless America”! All 
accomplished through fun singing and participation. Even non-singers are blessed.

DARLENE THEIS JR. HIGH UPSTAIRS

UPSTAIRS

CONTINUED

GODLY EMPOWERMENT:
EQUIPPING TEENS TO FULFILL THE GREAT COMMISSION
“Empowerment” is one of the buzzwords of this generation, so what does God 
have to say about it? How do we empower teens for God’s glory? Come explore 
these questions and more as we talk about equipping and guiding teens to use 
their God-given gifts!

JORDAN CABAHUG HIGH SCHOOL UPSTAIRS “YOUTH” TRACK
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STAYING CONNECTED IN A SEASON OF DISCONNECT 
Are you struggling with ways to connect with your kids during this season of church 
closures, fear and isolation? I want to encourage you to think outside the box in 
order to reach these kids whose lives have dramatically changed this past year. 
We will discuss tangible things your Children’s Ministry can do right now to build 
community even if your church is closed. We will also end with a short time of Q&A.

JACQUILYN WITT SANCTUARY DOWNSTAIRS

TEACHING 2 & 3 YEAR OLDS
Pre-schoolers are so special, and in this workshop, we will look at age-appropriate 
methods to teach these little ones about Jesus. Let’s stir up the soil of their hearts so 
the implanted Word of God will take root and grow!

DOWNSTAIRSRON ROSE ROOM 100

THE EASY WAY TO TEACH THE BIBLE AT HOME TO YOUR CHILDREN
(HOMESCHOOL GUIDE) 
Using our Homeschool Guide, learn how to easily and effectively teach your children 
the Bible at home using Calvary Curriculum’s Children’s Bible studies. If you already 
homeschool or want to teach the Bible to your children at home, this workshop 
will help you! This information is also appropriate and applies to teaching Sunday 
School and other ministries to children.

DOWNSTAIRSBARBIE ENTERLINE FELLOWSHIP HALL “AT HOME” TRACK

USING QUESTIONS WHEN TEACHING CHILDREN
Using questions while teaching can often be a simple, while at the same time a 
powerful tool. When we use questions to teach in the classroom, we can help the 
children to pay attention and understand the lesson, while teachers can be helped 
to communicate and also gain insight into how well the children are understanding 
what is being taught.

ANNIE ENTERLINE ROOM 101 DOWNSTAIRS
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TEACHING 1ST GRADE 
In this workshop we will look at key ingredients in reaching the hearts of these little 
ones. Relationship at this age is so important. We will consider how to impact these 
young lives for eternity.

DOWNSTAIRSDALTON O’NEAL ROOM 102

THE HELPER IN THE CHILDREN’S MINISTRY CLASSROOM 
Are you a Children’s Ministry teacher and need more help in how to direct your 
helpers? Are you a helper that would like encouragement and practical help in this 
important ministry that God has you in? Come to this workshop and discover the 
many ways to be effective as a helper as we share the importance and beauty of this 
role according to the Scriptures.

DOWNSTAIRSFRANK & YUNI GONZALEZ ROOM 107

DIRECTING A SMALL CHILDREN’S MINISTRY 
Is your Children’s Ministry small with 30 kids or less?  You may be facing some different 
challenges than those of bigger churches.  In this workshop we will address some 
of those challenges and give you some practical solutions so that you are better 
equipped to minister to the precious children and teachers in your care.  We will be 
discussing your role as a Director, the vision of your Children’s Ministry, support and 
training for your teachers, schedules, curriculum, and security.  

DOWNSTAIRSJORGE & ROSEMARY FERNANDEZ ROOM 105

USING SCIENCE AS AN EVANGELISM AND FAITH BUILDING TOOL
In this workshop we will look at ways to use basic science object lessons to teach 
children the Gospel message and build up their faith.

DOWNSTAIRSANDY CAMPOS ROOM 108

CONTINUED
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CREATING DIGITAL CONTENT FOR YOUR CHILDREN’S MINISTRY
Are you still looking for ways to reach the children in your ministry with online 
content?  Are you trying to do this all by yourself?  Are you trying to figure out where 
to start?  In this workshop, we will discuss some practical ways to reach the children 
using Social Media.  We will look at the different Social Media platforms and how 
you can start ministering to the children in your ministry today.

STEVE WEST ROOM 208 UPSTAIRS

TRAINING AND BUILDING UP YOUR LEADERSHIP TEAM 
Our role as ministry leaders is to encourage and equip our leadership team as we 
strive together for the Gospel of Jesus Christ. In this workshop we will discuss helpful 
tools to train your team, maintain community within your team and encourage them 
along the way. 

ASHLEY ANKER ROOM 209

CREATIVE COMMUNICATING
Teachings that are fun and engaging to all ages. Our first focus should always be 
the Bible and the accurate representation of it. Kids need to know that the Bible is 
not a fairytale, but a history book. But that doesn’t mean it has to be boring. Let’s 
make biblical teaching applicable to their lives and have fun communicating it using 
object lessons, science and maybe a few explosions.

ROGER PALACIOS ROOM 210 UPSTAIRS

LEADERSHIP IN MINISTRY
A Leader in ministry can come with different titles or responsibility. However, 
Leadership is a true calling and gift from the Lord. It is one who is able and ready to: 
Lead, Disciple and take responsibility for himself and those he is called to shepherd 
over with integrity and love. We will take a look at the Book of Joshua and look to be 
encouraged how God used Joshua to replace Moses and led millions of Israelites 
into the Promised Land. 

JASON JOHNSON ROOM 211

UPSTAIRS

UPSTAIRS

UPSTAIRS

CONTINUED
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“AT HOME” TRACK

CHRISTIAN RESOURCE RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR YOU AND YOUR CHILDREN
Are you looking for quality Christian resources that will bring encouragement to you 
or your children? There’s no doubt that what we read, watch, and listen to influences 
our thinking and our affections. There are many resources that can help build our 
faith in God and bring hope and inspiration into our lives, but it can be hard to know 
where to find these. In this workshop you will get ideas of great authors, books, 
podcasts, videos, Bible resources, and websites that are sure to be a blessing. Maybe 
you’re a parent, homeschooling or not, but looking for resources for your kids or 
you simply desire to grow personally and be encouraged and inspired in your walk 
with Christ. This class will point you to many great resources and recommendations, 
covering a wide range of topics.

REBEKAH ENTERLINE JR. HIGH UPSTAIRS

PLANTING THE BIBLE IN THE LIVES OF CHILDREN
Children love the Word of God! Yet the way they learn has changed over the years. 
Experience the Simply The Story method that engages children and helps them 
remember more Scripture rapidly. Learn why and how to spark the Scripture fire in 
the hearts of all ages. 

ANDREA W/ DARLENE THEIS HIGH SCHOOL UPSTAIRS

INCORPORATING APOLOGETICS INTO YOUTH MINISTRY 
Research shows that 60-70% of youth leave the church between the ages of 18-22. 
Those surveyed say the questioning of religious teachings is a very important reason 
for their lack of affiliation with a church. Young people have questions, yet most youth 
groups today focus on “having fun” rather than providing answers. Or, students are 
simply told ‘what’ to believe, but not ‘why’ they should believe it. If the church will 
not give them the answer, the agnostic college professor or cult member knocking 
on the door will. This workshop will equip today’s youth leader with practical ways 
to incorporate answers into their current youth ministry program, and how to have 
fun in the process! 

SARAH ENTERLINE MUSIC ROOM UPSTAIRS “YOUTH” TRACK

CONTINUED
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DIGITAL COCAINE: A JOURNEY TOWARD iBALANCE
(VIDEO PRESENTATION FEATURING PASTOR BRAD HUDDLESTON)
This workshop is intended for adults. Are you concerned about what technology is 
doing to our young people and to us as teachers and parents? In this workshop hour 
you will see a DVD by Pastor Brad Huddleston, a coveted speaker and author of 
“THE DARK SIDE OF TECHNOLOGY” and his most recent book: “DIGITAL COCAINE 
...a Journey toward ibalance”. In this critical message you will hear of such things as: 
“Digital Dementia”,” Brain Rewiring”, “Multitasking”, “Pornography”, “Video Gaming”, 
“Attention Deficiency”, “Parenting Digital Kids...” and most of all some real and 
practical solutions to helping our children and ourselves!

DOWNSTAIRSREBEKAH ENTERLINE FELLOWSHIP HALL “AT HOME” TRACK “YOUTH” TRACK

LEADING A CHILD TO CHRIST
Sharing the gospel takes practice, if you’re hesitant and do not attempt to share 
the gospel here in your Sunday school class, then chances are you will not attempt 
to share this good news anywhere. What does a child need to know to appreciate 
Christ’s death and receive Him as Savior? This class will cover various plans for 
presenting a salvation message, and what to do once they’ve said YES, I’m ready to 
receive Christ!

DOWNSTAIRSJOHN DEMING ROOM 100

JORDAN CABAHUG SANCTUARY DOWNSTAIRS

TEACHING ADOLESCENTS BIBLICAL TRUTHS ABOUT IDENTITY
As teens seek to answer the big questions of “Who am I? What is my purpose? How 
do I know?”, in a world that offers ever-more confusing answers, how do we equip 
teens with sound Biblical truths? Come explore answers and possible solutions to 
these questions with us!

“YOUTH” TRACK“AT HOME” TRACK
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LEARNING TO MAKE BALLOONS 
Have you ever wanted to make balloons for children? Children love balloons. Great 
for outreach ministry. Come see balloon making demonstrated.

DOWNSTAIRSRON ROSE ROOM 102

EARLY CHILDHOOD - TEACHING PRESCHOOLERS TO LOVE WORSHIP 
Reaching preschoolers and kindergartners through worship is a very important 
responsibility. Helping them understand why and Who we worship is a great place 
to start. We will discuss how to choose age-appropriate songs, implementing hand 
motions, and using phrases they can understand and relate to. 

DOWNSTAIRSLINDSEY TRUJILLO ROOM 105

WORSHIP: LEADING KIDS TO THE THRONE OF GOD
Worship goes far beyond playing a song and singing. We must teach kids what 
worship means and who we are worshipping. We must LEAD them to the throne 
(Appropriate for elementary aged children).

ROGER PALACIOS ROOM 208 UPSTAIRS

JESUS AND HIS MINISTRY TO THE “LITTLE ONES” 
As believers we look to Jesus as our ultimate example.  During His ministry He 
ministered to many different people from all walks of life, this includes children.  In 
this workshop, we will look at Jesus and His Ministry to the “Little Ones.”  We will 
see the importance Jesus placed on ministering to the children and see something 
Jesus does that is only recorded with them.

STEVE WEST ROOM 209 UPSTAIRS

CONTINUED

TEACHING CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
In this class, we will discuss information for teaching students with Autism Spectrum 
Disorders and other Developmental Disabilities. We will look at curriculum strategies, 
as well as classroom management, for students with different learning needs. We 
have resources, on everything you need to know about, for teaching special needs 
students effectively. Teachers can turn things around for students with special needs, 
by engaging them in activities based on their strengths, instead of their weaknesses!

MARIO VELASCO ROOM 101 DOWNSTAIRS
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EXPLAINING COMPLEX CONCEPTS SIMPLY
Every adult dreads it when kids ask the difficult questions. Many shy away from 
teaching simply because they don’t know how to answer questions like “If God 
created everything, who created God?”, “How can God be three and one at the same 
time?”, or “Where did Cain’s wife come from?” Often, adults will be well-meaning in 
their answers, but can accidentally teach false doctrine by using analogies that fall 
short in their explanation of our amazing God and His creation. In this workshop, you 
will hear the most common “tough” questions that kids ask, and learn how to answer 
them age-appropriately, while avoiding bad analogies that could accidentally lead 
a child astray. 

SARAH ENTERLINE JR. HIGH UPSTAIRS “YOUTH” TRACK

HOW TO SAFELY REOPEN YOUR CHILDREN’S MINISTRY
Children’s Ministry is essential and necessary for the future of the Church. We will 
explore how to navigate reopening, handling disagreements, along with what to 
expect if you do reopen. We will end with a short time of Q&A.

JACQUILYN WITT MUSIC ROOM UPSTAIRS

MARK CARSON HIGH SCHOOL UPSTAIRS

KEEPING WOLVES OUT OF CHILDREN’S MINISTRY
What policies and procedures do you have in place to ensure the safety and security 
of the children? Is it possible to create a wolf-free children’s ministry? Child abuse 
and leader misconduct is rampant in the world today. Are you doing everything you 
can to ensure that wolves do not end up as leaders and given access to vulnerable 
children? Discover new ways to weed out predators before they ever step foot into 
a classroom. This workshop will provide proven policies and procedures that will 
make your children’s ministry safe and secure.  


